Audi a4 speakers
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reliable place to buy used parts. For example; these companies meet all requirements to be
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Zuid-Holland. Autodemontage Joko vof Wernhout, Noord-Brabant. Autodemontage M. Pronk B.
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Erica, Drenthe. Autorecycling Kuijpers Beringe, Limburg. Baris Schiedam Schiedam,
Zuid-Holland. Boekholt auto's Zuidbroek, Groningen. Boels Autodemontage Alteveer,
Groningen. DM Autoparts Druten, Gelderland. Dongen, Noord-Brabant. Klein Gunnewiek Ho. BV
Groenlo, Gelderland. Klesman autodemontage Echt, Limburg. LvS Carparts Kessel, Limburg.
Peter v. Laar Onderdelen Gemert, Noord-Brabant. Poolman autodemontage Dedemsvaart,
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Your command is being executed, please wait. Supplier Gebr. Used Speaker Audi A4 B8 2. Used
Speaker Audi A4 B7 2. VAT Warranty 12 mo. Is your Audi A4 Speaker not among them? Or are
you unsure whether it is the right part? Submit a free request. Do you not want to allow all types
of cookies? Then choose Adjust settings. Or view more information. Accept cookies. Privacy
level Normal. Ali A Apr 23, Log in or Sign up. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this
site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Ali A ,
Apr 23, IIRC, 5. May well be corrected on this though It's actually 4" components in the front
with a 1" tweeter, but you can squeeze 5. Remember you only have about 60mm depth to play
with in the front and also you can't just replace the rears as they have an amp bolted to the left
speaker, so you either need to extract the amp or fit another one it's only 2 x 20w. Personally I
wouldn't bother with the rears as whatever you fit will sound pretty awful due to the positioning.
Spend more money on the fronts. You'll need fitting adapters for all speakers. AndyMac , Apr
23, Told ya I'd be corrected! If you're gonna build pods then the original speaker size is kind of
irrelevant isn't it? AndyMac , Apr 24, And me being pedantic for a change? Ali A , Apr 26, Where
did you guys mount the crossovers? I have infinity speakers in the front. I had to trim some of
the metal on the doors to get them on and sometimes the windows catch the crossovers.
PaulJC84 , May 1, AndyMac , May 1, Ok cool, i will try mine there in a week or so. PaulJC84 ,
May 6, I can see the screw form speaker to mdf but have never had mine off yet to inspect. Also
did you re-wire from amp into door or us existing wiring into the doors? JayB5UK , May 9, You
use the original speaker mouinting posts but because you're stepping up in size you need 2
MDF rings. One 9mm ring cut to fit the 4" OEM opening, and fit over the OEM mounting posts as
Audi kindly don't have flush fit fixings , then a 6mm ring cut to fit the 5. The job is slightly
complicated by the fact that the 3 A4 mounting posts are at right angles to the door card, but
the aperture is angled upwards, so to get a flush fit to the speaker hole the 9mm ring has to
have slightly angled holes and the position of them is quite tricky to get right. Well worth doing
if you're handy with a jigsaw as the whole assembly does provide a more rigid construction
than the plastic off the shelf ones that need a whole bunch of silicon to seal them properly and
prevent the speaker flapping in free air. I was lazy and didn't rewire the doors, tried to with a
wire coathanger but gave up. If you do rewire the doors then you can mount the crosovers
behind the glovebox. AndyMac , May 9, NIce one. Where does the CD changer lead run as i'm
gonna change this some time soon too. JayB5UK , May 16, You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Special Speakers for Audi cars. The first Special speakers, a new project, was made
for the Audi cars. Audi A4, Audi A6 and Q5. The ESB team found immediately problem to match
the unique Audi speaker's housing and the original amplifier with too low power to drive
properly high quality speakers. The depth of the speaker housing was also very limited only a
few centimeters , than it was impossible to adapt cone speakers with traditional voice coils and
magnet group. Then we developed new speakers in the 8" and 6. That speakers have low depth

and can be adapted with special car's adapters in elegant aluminum Ferrari red color to match
exactly the car spaces. Also the connectors can match the original car wire's connectors, plug
and play. With the 8" and 6. Also these two tweeters you will see used for other cars. All the
speakers included in the Car Kits have a different name because are supplied in the kit just
integrated with the car adapters. The same for the other Audi speakers. Like for the front and
rear speakers also the subwoofer was difficult to produce to replace the original with exactly the
same problems the original space got in the top of the car boot is too limited. Then the ESB
team decided to produce an amplified subwoofer to be installed in the car trunk with its
dedicated box. We used a special wood box, covered with synthetic leather, and with a watts
amplifier inside the amplifier is produced from the Zapco company. Front Speaker System.
Subwoofer Box. Rear Speaker System. Audi Special Speakers for Audi cars. The ESB team
found immediately problem to match the unique Audi speaker's housing and the original
amplifier The system comprehensively includes an array of 19 speakers, each housed within
grilles that are seamlessly integrated into the interior design of the Audi A4. The 16 channel
Class D amplifier delivers watts of clear, crisp 5. Regardless of what is happening outside the
cabin, the Vehicle Noise Compensation VNC technology incorporated into the amplifier ensures
audio consistency is maintained, automatically adjusting timbre and volume based on input
from a number of internal and external on-board sensors and microphones. Speaker grilles
follow the design line of the interior and include anodized aluminum details and logos, LED
lighting and visibility from the interior and exterior of the vehicle. The system also ensures that
the respect for individual preferences is never forgotten: An array of settings allows passengers
to adjust volume levels in their areas. In the A4 Avant they are placed in the D-Pillar. Amplifier
channel DSP amplifier with more than watts. Sound features 3D sound settings let you choose
between three intensity levels 5. Sign up for our newsletter to receive customized product news,
updates and special invites. Stay in touch Sign up for our newsletter to receive customized
product news, updates and special invites. We use cookies to improve our site and your
experience. By continuing to browse our site you accept our Cookie Policy. A device that emits
sound. Call services. Windshield Pillar. Coupe, floor. Select a Year:. Speaker Front. Emergency
call. Front Left. Related Products. Audi cargo box. The Audi Cargo Box is a. Audi Beam - Rings.
Customer Assistance Kit. Starting MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer
charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return
policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Audi Hoffman Estates. Shop Now.
Distance: Audi Morton Grove. Audi Westmont. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People
Also Bought. Speaker Rear. Speaker Front, Rear. Email this product. Email Address. Legal
Policies. Links Dealer Login. Find us on Facebook Find us on Twitter. Data Agreement Unless
otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we
endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may
occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We
are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration
purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual
product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some
items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Estimated
time of completion is hours, depending on experience. Next, remove the bass speaker
housings. This is accomplished by unplugging terminals from all four speakers, unwrapping the
tape loom holding the wires to the speaker housing, and unscrewing three torx screws from
each speaker. Remove the speaker cone:. Cut through the support beams:. Remove the coil and
magnet:. Break off the remaining support nubs:. Wrap the edge twice as in circle it two times
with tape to ensure airtight seal:. Drop the speaker into the housing. Solder or crimp the
connections. Place screws in the designated holes around the edge of the speaker. Reinstall the
speaker housings to the doors, then plug in the speakers and test them. The stock tweeters are
thick aluminum mounted directly to a magnet. Lastly, reattach the door cards, find a song you
like, and play it louder than you think you should. While the speaker housing itself is intended
for 6. I accomplished this by creating an angular often mistakenly called radiused edge along
the outside diameter of the new speakers. This can be carried out in multiple ways: blade, file,
wheel grinder, belt grinder. Try installing an aftermarket head unit and bypassing the amp, or
installing sound deadening sheets such as Dynamat to your door frames. Will these speakers
sound okay with the stock head unit? Hi Austen, These, and all aftermarket speakers, will
significantly improve the sound from the stock head unit. Sound is a pretty subjective thing, but
in my opinion, the Alpine S components are the best bang for your buck, within these size
constraints. Are you planning to upgrade your head unit sometime cause i am interested in that
aswell. If not, you may find yourself turning down the tweeters on the nifty crossover that
comes with the set. Mine is one year older with a dvd slot and half the ram. Spotify, backup cam,

bluetooth, torque, etc. One important consideration is that it takes 25 seconds to cold boot.
Update: speakers came early this morning, the tweeter fit the stock housing with no
modification. The speaker themselves have a metal mounting ring that sits on the inner ring
slope of the stock housing, should work fine. Hi Jordan, I have a b7 A4 too. Now for the
subwoofers that the car has, what do you recommend replacing them with? Also should I go for
an aftermarket head unit and a new amp and new wiring harness? A free air sub is one that uses
part of the car in this case, the entire trunk as a box. Though I used the smallest box in spec, it
still takes up a decent amount of trunk real estate about 1. This is an option only when you want
a nice clean bass tone that can barely be heard and definitely not felt. Hey Jordan, I finally
upgraded the speakers in my car with your recommendation of the alpine S, the next step is
Subwoofer, Amp, and new head unit that fits nicely and is new. Now i remember you talking
about putting up a post for a new haed unit that fits nicely in the A4 B7. Would really appreciate
feedback for what subs, amp and head unit that i should purchase. Thanks Man!!!!!!!! What are
the best options for replacing just the tweeters? As you noted, they are horrible. You can follow
the same process as in the blog post above, just only buying the tweeters of your choice. Do
you know if there is something that I overlooked while installing the new speakers that could be
related to the alarm itself? Thanks in advance. Hey I have a audi a4 and got a new pi
2004 jeep liberty fuse box layout
1984 honda magna bobber
1991 ford e350
oneer HU as well as 2 new speakers and 2 12 inch subs with an amp. Well that sucks â€” is it all
speakers, or just some? Thanks for the detailed procedure. I have a audi A4 cabriolet and would
like to upgrade front speakers and a new HU. I was wondering how to attach the crossovers that
come with component speakers, are there any stock crossovers that we need to bypass? Where
is the stock crossover located? Hey guys, thanks for a cool write-up. I have a set of Bose
speakers and subs from a C5 A6. I have an XTrons Android head unit. Ordered alpine spsc for
front doors, ordered. Wondering what speakers to use for replacing the rear ones? No results,
try changing your search! Lucky for us, Audi B7s run on 4ohms, so any speaker with these
dimensions will work. Kickers and slim JLs might fit without the backing, but I consider the
backing to be a critical component. View all items Jordan Allred. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.
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